Timeless Design
Three-dimensional ketubahs double as works of art.
By Suzanne Chessler

The Adlers of Windsor opted for a 3-D ketubah.
Gabrielle MizrachiMallin builds sculptural
details into her designs.
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abrielle Mizrachi-Mallin recently
traveled to Istanbul with her
husband and was impressed
with the architectural ornamentation on the buildings.
Those impressions stayed with
her as the couple returned to their
Toledo home.
In a basement studio, where she
explores artistic possibilities using
Jewish themes, Mizrachi-Mallin is
experimenting with ways to incorporate the admired building features into a new set of 3-D ketubahs.
Mizrachi-Mallin has been designing and framing decorative sculptural marriage agreements for ﬁve
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years.
“There are many sources for my
inspiration,” says the artist, trained
graphically at Florida State University in Tallahassee. “I even can get
inspired by song lyrics that make me
think of ketubah designs.”
Mizrachi-Mallin had been working
in Judaic art before she extended
her interest to ketubahs. Her other
initiatives involve surrounding various kinds of religious text, such as
prayers, with colorful designs.
Although the graphics specialist does not develop speciﬁcally
customized approaches for each
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ketubah requested, she does oﬀer
choices among elements, including
type style, to suit the couple.
“My mother had asked me to
design some Judaica that she could
transfer into needlework patterns,”
the artist explains about beginning
her focus on religion. “I designed
two pieces that she wanted to turn
into cross-stitching projects.
“I got such enjoyment from doing that and such support from
my mother and husband that I
did more, and my work grew from
there.”

The 3-D aspect came with recollections of her student years.
“After I created the ﬁrst designs
seven years ago, they didn’t feel
complete,” she says. “When I was in
school, the work I created was in relief, and I returned to that aesthetic.
“With the thought I should design
with 3-D, I started experimenting
and came up with my own process
not knowing there were other
people who did that.”
Mizrachi-Mallin, who also provides ﬂat ketubahs, began creating
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marriage documents at the request
of a couple who had seen her other
religious artwork.
She creates the 3-D eﬀect by
building the decorative areas with
as many as 12 layers that reach an
inch in depth. Working at a computer, she creates designs, prints them
multiple times, cuts the images and
stacks one on top of another.
While the 3-D portions that make
up the border of the document
are built into the frame, she leaves
space for a ﬂat layer that is signed
by the rabbi, bride, groom and witnesses.
Once completed, that layer ﬁts
through the back of the frame,
which has hangers for placement.
“It’s all covered with protective
glass to avoid fading,” says the artist,
whose projects have been part of
group showings in Southﬁeld and
Grand Rapids.
One Mizrachi-Mallin ketubah
hangs in the Windsor living room
of Jessica and Steven Adler, who
connected with Mizrachi-Mallin by
looking for decorative ketubahs on
the Web. Her sites are 3dketubahs.
com and ashrajudaica.com.
“Gabrielle’s designs struck us as
being over the top,” says Steven
Adler, who lived in Ypsilanti before
his Southﬁeld wedding in 2012.
“Ours is very colorful, and the center
looks like stained glass. The process
of choosing the variations was very
easy.”
The artist, who keeps her own ke-

tubah in a sitting room and knows
of a couple placing theirs in a dining
room, asks for six weeks to complete
each order, allowing proofreading
time for bride, groom and rabbi.
Ketubah text varies according to
couple. Besides the most traditional,
Orthodox version, there are modiﬁcations according to each couple’s
preferences.
The artist, whose family attends a
Conservative synagogue, has completed ketubahs that have romantic
focus, and she has provided Humanistic options for each bride and
groom emphasizing they are equals
joining together.
“I want to make sure that the
rabbi is involved so that there are no
typo surprises on the wedding day,”
the artist says. “There needs to be
time to cut all the pieces and build
them, get all the approvals and take
care of the shipping.”
Costs for the 3-D versions, numbering 25-30 a year, run $600-$700.
“Making Jewish artwork is an
extreme joy,” says Mizrachi-Mallin, a
director on the board of the American Guild of Judaic Artists. “It’s a
spiritual exercise, not just a creative
exercise.
“To make a ketubah during such
a joyous time in the lives of two
people is an honor and blessing for
me, and I hope the process will be
eﬀortless for each couple getting
exactly the ketubah that is
wanted.” RT

